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part of the couloir, Base Camp informed them by radio that they had taken about 2
hours longer in ascent in comparison with the first summit team and indicated the
latest time for a safe descent. At 16.20 they were ordered by Base Camp to return.
The attack ended on a small bump on the summit head at 8420m approximately.
On the same day Uchmanski surpassed 8000m in a solo bid.
The conquest of Kangchenjunga South and Central, which are side summits, but
still the 5th and 6th highest mountains of the world, is one of the most brilliant
achievements of Polish Himalayan activity. The expedition was also probably
unique in that it climbed 2 virgin 8-thousanders. The previous Polish national
height record 2 was raised over 400m and 7 expedition members climbed higher
than 8400m, which has happened only twice before in the 40 years history of Polish
Himalayan expeditions.

The members were: Wojciech Branski, Eugeniusz Chrobak, Stanislaw Czerwinski, Andrzej
Heinrich, Marek Janas, Wieslaw Klaput, Marek Malatynski, Piotr Mlotecki (Leader),
Przemyslaw Nowachi, Waldemar Kazimierz 01ech (deputy leader), Jazef Olszewski,
Zbigniew Pawlowski, Andrzej Pietraszek, Marek Rogalski, Jan Serafll1, Grzegorz Siekierski,
Andrzej Skalski, Andrzej Sobolewski, Wojciech Wrai, James Brady, Carl Tobin (both from
Alaska Alpine Club).
On 16 October 1978, this was again improved, when Mrs Wanda Rutkiewicz climbed
Mount Everest during the International Expedition.

Kangchenjunga North Ridge 1979
JoeTasker
In 1979 we seemed to be no further forward, in one sense, than the explorers of the
1920s and 1930s. On Kangchenjunga we were planning to attempt a route which
had been suggested in the 19th Century and first attempted in 1930.
Doug Scatt and Pete Boardman were the founder members of the expedition, I
was invited to go in the autumn of 1977 and Georges Bettembourg, of France, was
contacted around Christmas-time in 1978 to see if he was interested. Four seemed
to be an exciting but reasonable number with which to tackle the mountain. The
question of using oxygen hardly arose except that we agreed that it would be
advisable to take a bottle along for medical use, should the need arise.
Returning to Nepal was like returning home after a holiday abroad, but there
was a certain air of privilege when we left Dharan Bazar for th<;: mountain,
knowing that we were among the first people to be allowed into the area for a long
time. I The approach march was expected to be approximately 2 weeks, all of it a
delight and source of wonder as we had been able to find out so little about it
before we left. The first few days were the best, climbing out of the sweltering plains
to a high level path along the crest of a ridge at 2500m with views of Everest and
Makalu to the left and Kangchenjunga to the right.
In any venture as arduous as mountaineering personalities play a critical part in
the" success or failure. Three of us knew each other fairly well; Georges was as
unknown to us as we to him. His rapid ascent of Broad Peak, with Yannick
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Seigneur, had impressed us all and was the reason for asking him along. His Gallic
enthusiasm for 'training' mesmerized us indolent British, who were unwilling to
subscribe to any dogmas about climbing mountains. On the way in to Broad Peak
Georges and Yannick had applied themselves quite assiduously to preparing for the
climb by doing, nearly every day, a little extra in the way of exercise than the
walk-in demanded. Either climbing up the hillside above the camp each evening for
600-900m, or running along the track instead of walking or bouldering. We
appointed Georges 'Training Organizer' for this climb. He fizzed with restless
energy and could not accept our inclination to relax at every opportunity with a
book.
The 'bounce' visibly disappeared out of Georges some way through the 2nd
week of walking when, as a result of a playful tussle at the top of a rock slab, he was
instrumental in sending Pete flying downwards to break a foot. Pete could not walk
and he had to be carried for 4 days on the backs of a series of porters before he
could make even the most painful progress on his own. A curt, scathing comment
would sometimes escape from beneath his carefully cultivated exterior, to reveal the
depths of his depression as he contemplated, from a wicker basket on a porter's
back, his slim chances of climbing the mountain and distracted himself by gazing at
a lovely Sherpani who had attached herself tQ our caravan and enchanted us all.
Georges, for his part, was filled with a leaden sense of guilt.
Throughout it all we continued to discuss our chances of climbing the
mountain. There was too much that we did not know about the N side for us to
make specific plans; the underlying urge was to get there and decide on the spot.
Sometimes we could take heart from the past, from the performance of the pioneers
who had never contemplated using oxygen and had climbed so high with
equipment which must have been far inferior to ours. Sometimes we would attempt
to scare each other as we discovered damning statements in the writings of some of
the early pioneers such as Schneider: 'Attempts on this mountain by small parties
are doomed to failure from their inception'; or Tucker: 'The person who is to
succeed on Kangchenjunga must be utterly dedicated in every fibre of his being ... '
as we settled back, cushioned from our surroundings by immersion in books to a
background of Rock Music on a cassette player. At least we could console ourselves
that our 'music machine' would be somewhat lighter than the gramophone lugged
up to Base Camp by the 1930 expedition! Behind it all we were haunted by the
knowledge that the 2 super-athletes, who had climbed Everest without oxygen, had
only done so at the end of a long and rigorous training programme and even then
had reported hallucinations and double vision ..
We reached Base Camp, Pang Pema, on 4 April. It was a windswept shelf of
grass poised above the moraines of the Kangchenjunga glacier. At only 5025m it
was lower than we would have liked but it seemed more amenable to have the Base
Camp on grass rather than in the middle of a bleak, icy waste. The rough walls of
the kitchen shelter, built by the expedition's architect in 1930, were still evident. We
enlarged and strengthened these to form a useful cooking place and social
gathering point round the wood fire.
It was several miles to the N face of Kangchenjunga which, linked with Yalung
Kang and Kangbachen, formed the biggest and most well-defended face that any of
us had seen. Row after row of seracs cut across the face and, as we approached
closer, avalanched periodically.
With the help of 6 porters we established Camp 1 below Twins Peak and on 14
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April moved up to occupy Camp 2, ilUaled on an upper branch of the glacier at
5 OOm. We were nOI completely happy with the 'iting of Camp 2, but there was
nowhere in Ihi noisy cirque where we really feh free from Ihe menace of a alanche.
The prcviou night, Friday 131h, our tents at Camp 1 had been haken twice b Ihe
wimli.Jlast frol11 avalanches (i-om Twins Peak. Up al Camp 2 we hoped that the
crevas es belween us and any avalanche slopes would be big enough to swallow up
anything before it got tOO close.
1I had been a rapid build-up !i'om reaching Base Camp to being in a position to
tan on whal seemed to be the major difficultie on the moulllain, the wall, nearly
900m high. leading up to the
01 at 6 90m. It wa encouraging to have 2 days of
good weather at a time, although the more u -ual pattern was for a brief clear spell
in the morning then wind bt-inging f1ulTie of snow in the afternoon. Pete, after
everal days of hesitant hobbling about was able gradually 10 play more of a pan in
establishing the camps and finall Ihe climbing.
We divided into pairs to climb the wall, intending to fix sOlTle of the 900m of
rope we had with us up to the Col. On alternate days we led out rope or did a carry
of gear to the current high point. The pair that did a carry would then t-elire to
Camp 2 to rest for the remainder of the day and prepare the food for the other pair
on their return. From a distance the wall had looked steep and impenetrable. On
acquaintance there were (lion of difficulty. tiring ice and steep, worryingly loose
rock. We overcame il in tage ; each pair would return with the news of the day and
Ihe prospect for Ihe next day. It would equate with any Alpine TD, though overall
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it felt more serious. A long diagonal traverse up poor rock, a steep runnel of ice
rearing up awkwardly through impending rocks and the final overhanging chimney
stand out as points of difficulty but it took us 5 days to climb the wall and we came
to know almost every foot of the way as the 5 days was spread out over 2 weeks and
we climbed and descended the wall many times before we were finishprl with it. It
was the most difficult, but the safest way on to the N Ridge.
The weather was changeable all the time that we were on the wall, but it
interfered little with the climbing; we had just the right combination of clothing.
On the final day however on which we hoped to reach the top of the wall we were
caught out in the worst snow-storm we had experienced so far on the mountain. It
had been the intention to establish Camp 3 on the N Col and stay up there. Ot.: r
sacks were consequently large and heavy. It was further to the Col th2,., we h " "
estimated and much more difficult. Late in the afternoon we scuttled back down,
chased by the snow-storm, leaving our loads at the top of the fixed ropes.
We went right down to Base Camp, to green grass and real vegetables. There was
a strange absence of the roar from avalanches and the reassuring knowledge that we
could sleep at night in safety. Ang Phurba made a rapid descent to Ghunba to the
Base Camp of a Czech team attempting Jannu's W Ridge. We had run out of rope
and he went with a request for the loan of some. We all knew how valuable it had
been spending the time reaching the N Col. We felt fitter, more familiar and at
home on the mountain and gone was the earlier apprehension of the unknown. In
place of anxiety there was an interest to know what the next few thousand feet held
in store.
The weather was still unstable, rarely a day went by without some wind and
snow-fall. We returned to Camp 2 on 26 April and next day went up to the N Col.
Georges and Doug led the last few hundred feet of rope up the overhanging
chimney and into the shallow couloir leading to the Col. As they hauled their loads
up the loose chimney the rope caught some rock which crashed down towards 3 of
us below. Ang Phurba was carrying a load up for us. He and I managed to duck out
of the way, but a rock caught Pete on the wrist. Minutes later it had swollen out of
shape. Furious at yet another setback Pete descended to Camp 2.
Ang Phurba descended too, after dumping his load at the bottom of the
chimney. As darkness came on I joined Georges and Doug at the Col, where they
had managed to squeeze a tent into a hollow below a rock. The 3 of us crowded in
out of the chilling wind which had been buffeting us for the past 2 hours. On the N
Col we were experiencing the full force of the winds for which Kangchenjunga is
renowned. Cramped inside the tiny tent we spent a fitful night.
Next day Doug discovered, in looking for a sheltered spot in which to relieve
himself, that just a few feet lower down the E side of the Col was much calmer than
we would ever have imagined. We shifted the tent and erected another on a
platform dug out of the snow. The weather seemed too vicious for us to
contemplate doing anything further.
After another night the weather still had not improved, gale-force winds and
driven snow met us each time we moved up the few feet to the ridge. Georges and
Doug went down the ropes some way to retrieve the load that Ang Phurba had
dumped. I lay in the tent all day trying to shake off a nauseous headache. It was the
sort of weather in which it is difficult to imagine making any progress at all on a
mountain. Later that day we were amazed to see Pete come steaming into camp, his
wrist still swollen and giving him pain, but he himself determined to get back into
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the frondinc. Ang Phurba had carried another load up with Pete; he stayed for a
drink and then de ended.
It wa m)' turn 10 drop back next day. After 3 night without leep and unable to
shake 011 the heada he, I headed down. The weather was till bad and t1H:'I"e eemed
liule poilll in langui hing in a tent for yet anolher day.
As I lipped over the Col and dO"'nthe fixed ropes I could not help feeling that I
might be making a mistake. I ga\'e myself, in my mind, 2 days rest at Camp 2 and
then I would return; it wa a long wa . 10 the summit from the N Col and plenty of
time to catch up with the other 3, but I could juSt gel out of equence with them.
Later that day, as if 10 confirm my thoughts, wc could sec fi"om Camp 2 3 tiny
figurcs battling their way up the
Ridge, making surpri ingly good progress even
had there been 110 wind or driving snow.
At Camp 2 I found that ima Tensing ,,'as injured; his back wa painful from
being rruck by a rock. Ang Phurua and I lOok him down to Base Camp. It was a
wonderful and unexpected vi itation 10 greenel'y and cups of tea on hand at any
time. t evel-y moment we examined the mountain through binoculars 101' any sign
of the others. Apart from a glimp e of a figure at the steepest pan of the ridge we
saw nothing. There was a huge rocky plateau above thar and ir was 100 difficult to
pick out anything against the camouflage of the rocks.
Ang Phurba and I returned 10 Camp 2. I was trying ro coax him into coming up
high on the moulllain with me to join up with the other 3. That afternoon, the 4rh
day since I had descended from the Col, a we prepared for an early departure next
day, \\'orrying over derails such as whether there would be a stove left at the Col; the
wind, which had been quiescelll for some time grew gradually louder and louder.
By 4prn the roar of the wind from high up on the mountain wa like an endless roar
li'om an express train. At Camp 2 we could tell thar ahhough the wind we could feel
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was savage it was nothing to the wind we could see at work high up on the
mountain. I could not imagine how Georges, Pete and Doug could possibly
survive.

All night Ang Phurba and I were awake with the noise of the wind and the need
to keep going outside to fasten the tents down more securely. We had planned to
leave at 5.00am to go up to the N Col but when Ang Phurba crawled into my tent at
4.00am with a mug of tea the wind was just as strong as ever and neither of us had
slept all night. We decided to wait for any sign of the others.
It was a great relief to hear Ang Phurba shout into my tent at IO.30am that he
could see some figures descending the ridge. We counted them, 3, but making
much slower progress it seemed than when we had seen them going up. Some hours
later they trailed into Camp 2 and we heard their story.
When I had left them they had gone up to where the ridge steepened into a rock
step and dug a snow-cave. They stocked the snow-cave, fixed rope for 150m up
through the rock step and seeing no sign of anyone at Camp 2, assumed that I was
too ill to come back up, and set off in an attempt on the summit. The afternoon that
the wind got up, reaching speeds of maybe 180kph, they were crossing the rocky
plateau at 777 5m. Looking for some shelter from the wind, they crossed the N
Ridge to the Sikkim side and pitched the tent on a small platform. It had been an
ordeal escaping from the plateau and over the ridge, then chipping out the
platform. Once inside, however, they were out of the storm and sheltered from the
wind by the ridge.
In the middle of the night the wind changed direction, shaking them out of
sleep, tearing the tent and forcing them into a hurried, panicky donning of boots
and crampons. They evacuated the tent, which flew off into Sikkim, Georges's sack
followed it and they clawed their way up to the ridge and down the other side.
Doug had frost-nip in his fingers, Georges was slightly snow-blind, Pete had
slight frost-nip in his nose but was no longer limping, his foot injury forgotten
under the pressure of this latest trauma. Overall the retreat was felt to be very
successful. They had descended, by the time we reached Base Camp late in the
evening, 3000m of mountain covering several miles from 7925m, in the worst
weather we could hope to meet, with relatively minor injury. It gave us enormous
confidence in our clothing, footwear and mobility on the mountain. Rather than
eroding our confidence in the climb we were now more convinced than at any stage
that we could climb the mountain.
From Base Camp, when not indulging in the escapist realms of novels,
philosophy or Rock music, we scrutinized the upper pyramid of the main summit,
the last 600m, trying to judge the steepness and length 'of one or 2 rocky areas
which might just slow us down enough to prevent us reaching the summit.
In the metaphor of war ours was a guerilla war rather than a traditional
campaign; we returned to the attack on 9 May after 4 nights' rest at Base Camp,
reaching the snow-cave at 7475m on II May. Georges was all for a lightning dash
from the snow-cave to the summit, carrying virtually nothing, in order to move
fast. We concurred and somehow the plan to leave at midnight was brought
forward more and more, since we felt that if we were to be up by midnight we
would hardly be sleeping beforehand; somehow we ended up by leaving at 5.00pm,
reaching the rocky plateau just as it was dark.
The rationale behind these night manoeuvres was that there was a full moon
which would light our way, giving us the maximum amount of time and full use of
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daylighl for any timc-consuming, awkward steps in the final summit cone. The plan
was thwaned thJ'Ough various factor. We had spelll 12 May lounging in the
snow-cave, feeling lethargic after the rapid a 'cent from Base Camp. Doug had
wokcn me with a cheerful' Happy Binhday, Youth!' I had forgollen it my If and
wondcred if I could remain 30 for another year if no one had noticed.
The re t was welcome but there was a definite feeling of impatience to fini h the
climb. The next day, in pite of the menacing appl'Oach of everal banks of cloud we
decided to leave anyway; there was usually some cloud and snow in the afternoon.
The snow- torm coincided with our arrival at the plateau, and the arrival of
darkness. There wa no moon to light the way. We roped up in 2 pairs ju t to keep
in contact, as no voices could be hcard above the wind and the now hid everyone
el e from view. It was a bizarre sensation to be wandering about, a forlorn group at
7925m la hed by the wind and snow. We huddled together at one poilll under a
large rock, having 2nd thought aboul our tactics, but pre sed on in the hope that
the weather would clear for morning.
By midnight we were at the bOllom of the ummit cone, 600m below the
summit; the weather was no belleI'. A hasty consultation resulted in Doug and I
digging a snow-cave while Georges and Pete continued a little funher to ee
whether lhe rocks above offered any shelter.
As soon a we separated we were out of touch. Doug and I squashed illlo tlle
snow-hole and pursued a panially successful atlempt to seal out the wind. Draughts
still entered somehow; Doug busied him elf all night enlarging the snow-hole a
much to keep himself waml as with a view to future occupation. I huddled to one
side, periodically dozing and poking lump of snow illlo cracks in the outer wall.
The welcome dawn brought the 4 of us together. Georges and Pete emerged
from a hole in the snow which they had discovered. They had tried to go higher but
had lost their way. Cold and fatigue had pl'Ogrammed our next action ; we headed
dO\\~l.

At the snow-cave of Camp 4 at 7475m we lay about all day and Pete was
somehow manoeuvl'ed illlo making a erie of brews and meal. In hind iglu the
plan to climb the last 1200m to lhe summil in one go was over-ambitiou . Leaving
in the night and travelling light mealll thal we were tired and hung!)'. Thi more
tllan the altitude, we felt, was respon ible for the light 'headines' we all
experienced. Conversation Aared and dwindled thl'Oughout the day. Someone
mentioned something about the 'others' arriving and brought to the urface the
subcon cious impression which each one of us had had that there were more people
up here with us than ju t us 4. Pete and Doug conll'ibuted ideas to me for a speech I
would have to make as Best Man at the wedding of some friends when I got home,
and about which J was feeling a bit gripped.
All that day ironically the weather was fine and the sun set in a perfectly clear
sky. There was not a lot of food left and only 2 canridges of gas; a descent to the N
Col camp seemed inevitable to restock. Georges startled us with his announcement, after a day's mute brooding, that he didn't think that he had enough 'juice'
lefi to go for the summit and was intent on going down.
In thc morning Doug was up early to relieve himself and shouted in to us that il
was another perfect day. It required a lateral tran fer of thought to think upward
to the summit after memally adjusting to the pl'OSpeCI of a couple of days re t and
re locking from Camp 3. Good weather was too preciou to wa te and the discovery
of another cartridge of ga tipped the balance. Georges, still re olme in hi
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decision, set 01T down.
The trail needed re-breaking to the bottom of the fixed ropes through the rock
step. My legs felt leaden with fatigue and I was carried along by the insistence of the
other 2. The weather did not stay fine for long, but the plateau was flat and we
simply fdt tired, gone was the headiness and the intimations of surreality from the
night-time foray. The mountain was familiar now and it wa as if Kangchenjunga
had been ideally laid out for our type of ascent. The main difficulties had been
lower down, and as we got higher on the mountain the going became technically
easier. There remained one small area of doubt in the lower part of the summit
cone; if that did not take too much time we could probably do it.
We slept well in the snow-cave discovered by George and Pete, which once
enlarged, formed the perfect platform from which to launch our summit attempt.
The weather was fine next morning, and for all the subdued elation that this might
be the culmination of all our elTorts, it was as hard as ever to get moving.
We left at 8.00am, tacking Out diagonally rightwards and then CUlling back left
to enter the couloir above at the point where a rock step was smallest. The deadly
fatigue was still there in all my body, and for my part I felt it would be a matter of
pressing on as far as possible then turning round to go back. It was 600m vertically
and about 1200m of climbing overall 10 the 1Of!.
The 3 of us were tied into a short length of rope, swapping round leads, taking it
in turns 10 break the trail through sometimes worrying windslab snow. It fell to me
to lead up the rocky step. It looked suspiciously easy; I was hesitant in levering
myself up, expecting difficulty to I'each out and grab me at every step. But it was
easy, the last problem solved, clear ground stretched for 600m to a notch on the W
Ridge, where George Band and Joe Brown had arrived in 1955, from the S side;
from there it was only 90m vertically to the lOp. If 'enthusiasm' can be used to
describe one's feelings at 8225m, I felt enthusiastic.
Distance does not really mean a lot at altitude, it is time that counts, but time
does not matter either because it is 100 difficult to judge; between one glance at a
watch and the next, time would have moved on with little 10 show save a few, a very
few, steps upward and a long gasping for breath. The 600m to the W Ridge was
inestimable in time needed; in execution it was a series of telescoped cameos of
panting figures, or figures in motion shuffling upwards 6 steps at a time. Sometimes
we worried that the windslab would give way, sometimes we were on crisp neve in
which our crampon points left hardly a mark. It mattered little who led, kicking
steps in the windslab was hardest; we were just as slow as each other and grateful
for any rest. Pete broke the monolOny once, when in the lead, anxious about the
wisdom of stepping up on a particularly bad patch of snow, solved the problem by
rushing upwards faster than he hoped it would slide down, for a whole 15 steps.
Doug and I, taken unawares, struggled, choking and gasping after him. Doug's feet
were cold; cramped in conventional double boots, while Pete and I had space-age
plastic boots on, he felt it wise to stop and warm them, Eskimo fashion, on my
stomach inside my down suit. Time hardly seemed to count.
We reached the notch beside the pinnacles at 4.00pm. and had a hasty
consultation about whether 10 carry on. We had joined the original route now, 90m
below the top; to go on would mean almost certain benightment; to turn back now
would probably mean lingering dissatisfaction for the rest of our lives. We decided
to go on until, as Doug put it, we had pushed the patience ohhe gods to the limit.
We traversed below the ridge where Joe Brown had fought his way up an
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overhanging crack 1'01' 2 hour. Sometimes we were on easy ground, sometimes on
precarious loo e blocks, across icy ribs and an icy chimney, distance impossible to
judge. Doug ducked round a projecl ion of rock on to a tongue of snow and glanced
up. Looking round he said: 'Jr'sjusr up here'.
Fifty feet of easy slope separaled us from the summit. We moved up on to a
shoulder of rock, perhap 3m below the tOp, sLOod around taking photos, and
looking about; Jannu lar below drifted in and our of cloud, Everest and Makalu far
away; it was 4.45pm. Doug tried to look round the olher side of the summit but it
was too steep to wander about at will. Wilh ut a wQI'd we acceded to the unvoiced
obligation LO leave the summit itself untouched. We squalled down for the summit
snap, a black bird Aew over and at 5.30pm. we began to ha ten down. The sinking
sun LUrned the sky an angq' red as we regained the notch on the ridge and started
down the snow ramp. The advancing cloud, its underside glowing Rame colour,
blanketed out the view in an apocalyptic curtain fall; as darkness covered the
moulllain now came.
We picked our way down the ramp from memory, glad sometimes of the
footsteps in the windslab snow as markers, searching vainly lor the pinprick
crampon points in the stretches of neve. Doug tumbled over a step in the snow and
fell 10 feet. Far below, messages from anolher life, a torch Aickered on and off, fires
Rared in ignal, wc were not unob erved. We felt our fumbling way down Ihe rocky
SIC'P in the couloir and cruised in, cold, weaq· but now confident of afely, 10 the
cavC'. Doug crawled straight. in, Pete and I lingered Out ide ome minutes chatting
before enlering the icy womb and relaxing, 2t hours from the summit.
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leep did not come ea ily that night. We had liule in lhe way of food; next
morning we had a hot drink and then were away, trailing over the high level
footpath on the plaleau LO the rope leading down to Camp 4, Anolher brew, more
slrength and a windswept de celll lO Camp 3 on the
Col. There was LOO much
gear to can~' down, We packed a lot up in sack and threw it down lO recover later,
Descending the wall \\'as calT ow much more loo e lhan al any time we had
kno\\'n it. 'vater ran freely do\\'n lhe rope, I slaked my lhil' t whenever I felt
~heltered enough rrom SlOne di lodged froll1 above and regained the glacier. We
relrieved the gear wc had thrown down, piled il up for our lWO Sherpas lO collect
and at Pete's insistence tied on to a slraggly bit of rope LO cross lhe glacier.
onnall ' hall' an hour sulllced ror us LO reach Camp 2, This lime half an hour
saw us floundering in waisl deep snow only a few hundred yards from the bOllom
of the wall. Al every lep we ank thigh deep or waist deep inLO wet snow; we tOok
offour sacks and crawled, dragging lhem beside us lO dislribule the weight. It was
murderous, Abo\'e us were the a\'alanche-prone slopes of Twin Peak, ighl came
on; Ang Phurba and ima Tensing came up 10 meel u ' They pl'Cssed on lO retrieve
lhe gear. A no\\'- lOnll laned and wc almost mis cd Camp , now a solitary lenl
blankcled white Wilh sno\\',
The 1\,'0 herpa arTivcd back illlultaneously and all [i\'e of us piled in ide the
1('Il!, a cosy squeeze; \,'arm and minislered LO by lhe tireless Sherpa we slepl
soundly,
In the moming we wt'n: away early before lhe sun sorlened lhe now funher, 11
was a stumbling progre'sion LO Base Camp; Doug forging on ahead, Pete and 1
di 'cus ing the guilty indulgence wc were promising ourselves of a cigarelle, An
exuberant Georg('s ran Oul lO 111 ('et u ; Mohan, Ihe Liai on Officer, Kami and
Nima, our two cooks, slOod there proudly beaming,
Wilh u was OUI Liaison 011;«'1, Mohan, Iwo hcrpas; Ang Phulba who had been on
Illan} expedilions wilh (lnc or olhcl ofu and, ima Tcnsing who, a a young lad had bccn
on Ihe 1955 expediliun 10 Kangchcnjunga, 'wo cook~, and 50 port Cl' ,

